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What is business plan and its purpose? 
A business plan (this document) is used to help you to decide about this project to invest 
on it. By stating ambitions, how they will be achieved, and exactly when. The plan will also 
help summaries what the business is about, why it exists, and where it will get you. 
 
Contact us: for comprehensive highly detailed and include information on all 
aspects of the business, including the industry, marketing, finance, personnel and 
various operating procedures. Based on the size of the project you are looking for, 
and to reflect your market needs specifically. 
 
Intellectual Property, Rule: Muayad S. Dawood Al-Samaraee of (MD-consortium) 
presents an invention relates to a method for producing a hexagonal water containing a 
healthy amount of a nutritional component, required for body balance and metabolism, 
and boosting immune. … within a licensing agreement, royalty rates are defined as a 
percentage of sales or a payment per unit. The many factors that can affect royalty rates 
include the exclusivity of rights, available alternatives, limitations involved, market 
demand, and MDs innovation levels of the products in question. In intellectual property, 
the 25% rule suggests the reasonable royalty that a license should pay an intellectual 
property holder on profits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.kmwsh-global.com/en/ana_sayfa/
https://www.kmwsh-global.com/en/ana_sayfa/
https://www.kmwsh-global.com/en/ana_sayfa/
https://www.kmwsh-global.com/en/ana_sayfa/
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1. Introduction 
 

a) Building an End-to-End Innovation Process. Delivering innovation 
results is a key challenge for any business in a competitive market. 
However, many leaders are not utilizing the full potential of the 
resources that are available to them, including employees, customers, 
partners, academia, startups, and more. The most successful companies 
are the ones that capitalize on all resources, using innovation 
management software to deploy a worldwide innovation program. 
 

b) MD’s Innovative products match with major market, scientific, 
economic, and technological developments for business leaders in 
pharmaceutical, industrial, and high technology organizations. Market 
forecasts and industry analysis for biotechnology, advanced materials, 
pharmaceuticals, food and beverage. 
 

c) Functional water, which belongs to the non-alcoholic beverage 
category, is water which offers additional health and other functional 
benefits. It is enhanced by supplemental ingredients, such as vitamins, 
minerals, acids, herbs, raw fruits or vegetables. An exception is coconut 
water, which is entirely extracted from young coconuts.  
 

d) Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer, supports the life cycle of 
technology, from inception to market diffusion and commercialization. 
IP is also a powerful business tool to gain position on the market and 
exclusivity over a new product or process. This makes it an important 
instrument to attract partners and potentially obtain return on research 
investment through development collaboration or licensing deals. 
Understanding how IP serves technology transfer is the first step 
towards managing your technology transfer processes effectively.  
 

e) Technology transfer (TT) is a collaborative process that allows scientific 
findings, knowledge and intellectual property to flow from creators, 
such as research institutions, to public and private users. Its goal is to 
transform inventions and scientific outcomes into new products and 
services that benefit society. Technology transfer is closely related to 
knowledge transfer. Read the full list of FAQs on technology transfer. 
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2. Functional water - Market Research 
 
Published by Statista Research Department, Dec 6, 2022 
 

a) Functional water, which belongs to the non-alcoholic beverage 
category, is water which offers additional health and other functional 
benefits. It is enhanced by supplemental ingredients, such as vitamins, 
minerals, acids, herbs, raw fruits or vegetables. An exception is coconut 
water, which is entirely extracted from young coconuts. In 2021, around 
455 billion liters of packaged water was consumed worldwide, compared 
to 223 billion liters of carbonated drinks. 

 
b) The functional water market is facing a rapid growth in the U.S. This 

could result from consumer preferences shifting from sugar and 
carbonated beverages to water. Over the last few years, flavored and 
functional water became a go-to beverage of choice for many 
Americans. The sales of enhanced bottled water in the United States 
amounted to about 4.11 billion U.S. dollars in 2018 and was projected to 
reach 5.3 billion U.S. dollars by 2022. According to a survey, 16 percent 
of Americans stated that functional attributes are the leading factor 
they consider when drinking their preferred non-alcoholic beverage. 
Functional water is gaining popularity among the U.S. population as a 
result of consumers’ increasing desire for more than only hydration 
when selecting their healthy beverages. About 63 percent of U.S. 
consumers are looking for a good source of calcium in their beverage and 
around 60 percent desire it to be a good source of antioxidants. 

 
STATISTICS ON THE TOPIC 

• Overview 
• Functional water 
• Alternative plant-based water 
• Coconut water 

 
RETAIL SALES OF FUNCTIONAL BEVERAGES IN THE U.S. 

18.6bn USD 
 

 

https://www.statista.com/topics/3306/functional-water/#dossierSummary__chapter1
https://www.statista.com/topics/3306/functional-water/#dossierSummary__chapter2
https://www.statista.com/topics/3306/functional-water/#dossierSummary__chapter3
https://www.statista.com/topics/3306/functional-water/#dossierSummary__chapter4
https://www.statista.com/statistics/235813/us-retail-sales-of-functional-beverages/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/235813/us-retail-sales-of-functional-beverages/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/235813/us-retail-sales-of-functional-beverages/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/235813/us-retail-sales-of-functional-beverages/
https://www.statista.com/topics/3306/functional-water/#topicHeader__wrapper
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3. Innovation commercialization  

 
 

a) As fresh water becomes increasingly scarce, water resource 
management and sustainability will be vital to maintaining quality 
of life and economic development in communities around the 
world. 

 
b) MD Consortium, represented by www.kmwsh-global.com as a 

TTO, offer a novel solution to those challenges provide the 
expertise and can demonstrate the viability of novel product of 
present an invention relates to a method for producing a 
hexagonal water containing a healthy amount of a nutritional 
component, required for body balance and metabolism, and 
boosting immune. 

 
c) Within easy path of useful development joint process, to start 

within a demonstration project, can fund it by investor who 
interested. the investor will own the project totally regardless to 
the volume of the project, in front of a royalty, the 25% rule 
suggests the reasonable royalty that a license should pay an 
intellectual property holder on profits. 

 
d) Commercialization of innovation, is the process by which a new 

product or service is introduced into the general market. 
Commercialization is broken into phases, from the initial 
introduction through the demonstration project/ projects, up to its 
mass production and adoption main project/ projects. 

 
e) Note: The information, prices, and instructions in this document is 

subject to change without notice and should not be construed as a 
commitment by MD Consortium, and / or Muayad Al Samaraee  
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4. Abstract of MD Invention   
 
 
A composition that contains natural organic nutrients in healthy amounts 
within water that is naturally structured by geo magnetism and gravity. 
 

a) Muayad S. Dawood Al-Samaraee of (MD-consortium) presents an 
invention relates to a method for producing a STRUCTURED water 
containing a healthy amount of a nutritional component, required for 
body balance and metabolism, and boosting immune. … within a 
licensing agreement, royalty rates are defined as a percentage of sales 
or a payment per unit. The many factors that can affect royalty rates 
include the exclusivity of rights, available alternatives, limitations 
involved, market demand, and MDs innovation levels of the products in 
question.  
 

b) Sources of water from any one of: groundwater, atmospheric, Ice 
Mountain water, ultrapure water, Wherein the mineral component is 
contained in a large amount. 
 

c) The STRUCTURED water containing an amount of the mineral component 
produced by the method of freezing or structure forming method of 
producing magnetized STRUCTURED water by earth magnetic field with 
artificial fine tune magnetic waves, and apply a vortex in a specific 
direction and degrees based on earth gravity, with fine tune artificial 
gravity generating to structuring the water, Wherein the mineral 
component is contained in a large amount. 
 

d) EMFs influence metabolic processes in the human body and exert 
various biological effects on cells through a range of mechanisms. EMF 
disrupts the chemical structures of tissue since a high degree 
electromagnetic energy absorption can change the electric current in 
the body. ... We use advanced artificial intelligence solutions with its 
algorithms through artificial intelligence to assist-generate structured 
water, within its production site, and optionally before drinking, from 
the effect of electromagnetic fields caused by communication 
technologies and other artificial electromagnetic sources. 
 

e) Note: The information in this document is subject to change without 
notice and should not be construed as a commitment by MD Consortium, 
and / or Muayad Al Samaraee 

https://www.who.int/news-room/questions-and-answers/item/radiation-electromagnetic-fields
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5. Reasonable Royalty for IPs  
 

a) Muayad S. Dawood Al-Samaraee of (MD-Consortium) presents an 
invention relates to a method for producing a hexagonal water 
containing a healthy amount of a nutritional component, required for 
body balance and metabolism, and boosting immune. … within a 
licensing agreement, royalty rates are defined as a percentage of sales 
or a payment per unit. The many factors that can affect royalty rates 
include the exclusivity of rights, available alternatives, limitations 
involved, market demand, and MDs innovation levels of the products in 
question. 

 
b) What is a reasonable royalty for an intellectual property and/or patent? 

a. In intellectual property, the 25% rule suggests the reasonable 
royalty that a license should pay an intellectual property holder 
(Muayad S. Dawood Al-Samaraee) on profits. 

 
c) The 25% rule also refers to a technique for determining royalties, which 

stipulates that a party selling a product or service based on another 
party's intellectual property must pay that party a royalty of 25% of the 
gross profit made from the sale, before taxes. 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/muayad-s-dawood-alsamaraee-371a57147/
https://www.samaraee-innovations.com/ana_sayfa/
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6. Demo Project Required  
 
 

a) A demonstration project is a means of promoting innovations and 
capturing and disseminating best practice through the development and 
analysis of a live project. This can help build an evidence base to test and 
support industry improvements. … Demonstration projects test and 
measure the effects of program changes in real-world situations. 
 

b) "A demonstration project provides the means to introduce and 
experience innovative ideas and approaches and prepare the way for 
replication and up-scaling." 
 

c) Local governments and Investors seek innovative ideas and new 
approaches for dealing with their priority issues and concerns.  
 

d) Demonstration projects are effective mechanisms for forging 
partnerships between public, private and (especially) community 
sectors, developing new ways of working together, learning by doing, 
and generating visible results on the ground. Demonstration projects 
can be implemented anytime within the process. 
 

e) How can your innovation be commercialized? commercialization of 
innovations has three attributes: recognizing a market for an innovation; 
developing and manufacturing it into a product; and. selling/distributing 
the product. 
 

f) What are the steps in commercialization? The commercialization process 
include: Research. The commercialization process begins when a 
discovery emerges from research. Invention Disclosure. Assessment. 
Protection. Marketing. Licensing.  Commercialization. Reinvestment.  
 

g) The steps of successful new product development? Idea generation. Idea 
screening. Concept development and testing. Marketing strategy 
development. Business analysis. Product development. Test marketing. 
Commercialization. 
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7. Why Demo-Project 
 

"A Demo project shows in practice how a particular problem may be addressed. 
It facilitates the replication and up-scaling of an action through visible 
accomplishments and lessons of experience" 
 

a) To provide a learning framework for better solutions and approaches. 
Demonstration projects show case approaches and solutions that can 
inspire and further catalyze change. Demonstration projects are 
normally small in scale and therefore the risk (and cost) of failure is 
minimal while still providing the opportunity for learning from live 
experience. Because demonstration projects are normally local in scope, 
their activities and results are highly visible. Such firsthand experiences 
are especially important in situations where social processes, behavioral 
changes, and institutional reforms are the keys for success. 

 
b) To focus on "action". Demonstration projects enable stakeholders to see 

for themselves what and how much they can do. By coming together and 
pooling their resources, stakeholders will discover latent capacities for 
real change. Through actual cooperation on the ground, effective 
partnerships which build on comparative advantages of different 
stakeholders will emerge. The real changes effected on the ground, 
though limited in scale, will underscore the implementation focus of the 
process and thereby create credibility. 
 

c) To facilitate replication and up-scaling of innovative approaches. When 
projects are consciously designed to demonstrate new and better 
approaches and solutions, they will provide a sound basis for replication 
and up-scaling. Because demonstration projects are small in scale and 
short-term in implementation, lessons can readily be drawn from them 
- lessons of experience which can highlight weaknesses and/or gaps as 
well as strong points and unforeseen opportunities. With this 
information, firmly based on real experience, the demonstrated project 
approach can more confidently be repeated, both more widely and on a 
larger scale (replication and up-scaling). 
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8. Principles of Demo Project 
 

"Demo projects are small scale with short life cycle." 
 

a) Small scale and short project cycle: Demonstration projects are 
deliberately small in scale and limited in scope, so that planning, 
financing and implementation is easier and quicker than for full-size 
projects; this also makes possible a short project cycle, so that the 
"demonstration" benefits can be reaped quickly and the risks and 
management burdens of implementation are lesser. 
 

b) Small geographic areas are preferred, so that the impacts of the project 
can more readily be identified. 
 

c) Demonstration ex-ante: All demonstration projects are projects, but not 
all projects are demonstrations. Demonstration projects are designed 
from the beginning to serve as demonstrations of new ways of doing 
things and hence the features to be demonstrated are explicitly featured 
in the design, as are the elements of quick implement ability. 
 

d) Demonstration-monitoring-replication cycle: Demonstration projects 
have to be monitored consistently so that the lessons of experience can 
be properly captured and documented. This requires that monitoring be 
designed in from the outset and that monitoring activities be executed 
and sustained throughout. Finally, demonstration projects should have 
a thorough post-hoc evaluation to analyze them in respect to the 
original objectives and project design parameters. 
 

e) This monitoring and evaluation will provide the foundation for a sound 
process of replication and up-scaling. 
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9. Demo project key-elements 
 

"The key elements in formulating successful demo projects are proper design, 
feasible financing, and effective monitoring and documentation" 
 
 

a) Design: A key challenge in the design of a demonstration project is to 
ensure that it reflects the above principles. Many cities have found it 
useful to set guidelines for formulating demonstration projects. 

  
While these guidelines take into consideration existing local conditions, their 
common features include the following: 
 

o Thematic area and relation to priority concerns. 
o Geographic spread and focus: preference for small, well-defined areas. 
o Scale and project cycle: preference for small-scale actions which can be 

completed quickly with a short project cycle. 
o Beneficiaries: focus on beneficiary. 
o Local ownership: manifested by local partner inputs and strong 

participation of stakeholders in project formulation and 
implementation. 

o Sustainability: substantiated by built-in institutional arrangements to 
ensure proper management of project outputs and effective delivery of 
services resulting from the project. 

o Indicators: to monitor and measure project performance and impact. 

 
 

b) Monitoring: Demonstration projects must be properly monitored 

 
• An effective monitoring mechanism, using clear and readily measured 

indicators has to be put in place from inception in order to capture, and 
synthesis lessons of experience. To provide a sound baseline, the "pre-
project" situation should be carefully documented. 
 

• "The Demo-Replication model is suitable for promoting good practices 
and approaches" Linkage with Good Governance Norms. 
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• The immediate impact of demonstration projects is often limited 
because they are, by definition, small-scale interventions. But the 
potential gains from up-scaling and replication are enormous, with clear 
efficiency benefits. 
 

• Demonstration projects can be replicated from issue to issue, or from 
one geographic area to another, or from a small-scale to a larger-scale. 
But because they are designed and implemented specifically to 
"demonstrate" an approach, they make an important contribution to 
transparency, just as their small-scale and local orientation enhance 
local participation and hence civic engagement of communities. 
 
 

10. Financing of Demo projects  
 

• Financing Demo-projects can be financed through a variety of funds 
perhaps catalyzed through seed capital or leveraged by small grants or 
cost-shared through partnership arrangements. The way in which 
demonstration projects are financed often has implications on their 
sustainability and for the feasibility of up-scaling and replication. 
 

• Abstract: The development objective of the Finance Demonstration Project for 
states is to catalyze private capital and expand the supply of equity financing 
to green enterprises and projects in selected regions. The project comprises of 
two components. The first component. 
 

• Development Objective: To catalyze private capital and expand the supply of 
equity financing to green enterprises and projects in selected regions of 
countries. 
 
 

• Example: by the world Bank 

Example: The green and low-carbon investment fund, support the 
establishment of the green fund and will be the basis for catalyzing additional 
capital from domestic and foreign institutional investors. The second 
component, institutional strengthening and project implementation will be 
financed by China clean development mechanism fund (CCDMF) and will 
provide the special purpose vehicle (SPV) and its staff with the systems, 
knowledge, and technical skills to implement the project. 
 

https://projects.worldbank.org/en/projects-operations/project-detail/P170839
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• What is the formula for calculating project cost? 

 
 List all the steps involved in bringing your project to fruition.  
 Estimate how much time each step will take.  
 Compute your internal labor costs.  
 Figure your external labor costs.  
 Research the materials you'll need to complete the project.  
 Tally the cost for all these materials. 

 
 

A. List all the steps involved in bringing your project to fruition. This could 
include items such as obtaining permits, temporarily relocating certain 
job functions or changing work schedules, and all the steps involved in 
building or putting together the project. If possible, ask a second person 
to review your list to see if you left out anything. Don’t forget steps after 
the project is complete, such as clean-up. 
 

B. Estimate how much time each step will take. Knowing the time involved 
helps estimate labor costs, a big part of most projects. If you haven’t 
worked on this kind of project before, consult a mentor or others in your 
industry to find out how much time they spent on similar projects. 
 

C. Compute your internal labor costs. This is the cost of using personnel you 
hire and supervise. Look at the number of personnel you’ll need during 
each step of the process and the number of hours they’ll work. If you 
expect your internal employees to complete the project in the course of 
their normal workday, then you may decide the project will not incur any 
additional internal labor costs. However, computing these costs is a 
useful exercise for later showing how your budget was allocated. Include 
the cost of any additional personnel you’ll need to hire for the project. 
 

D. Figure your external labor costs. This is the cost of subcontractors you 
hire to perform specialized jobs, such as an electrician or plumber or a 
consultant. You can ask for bids from these subcontractors, or, at this 
stage of the project, merely ask for their hourly cost and estimate how 
many hours you’ll need them. 
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E. Research the materials you’ll need to complete the project. This could be 
everything from concrete for a building project to more chairs for a new 
conference room to a larger server for a new website. Again, a mentor or 
someone with more experience in your field may be able to help you with 
this part of the process. 
 

F. Tally the cost for all these materials. If you’re using sub-contractors who 
will supply their own materials, and these material costs are included in 
their bids, don’t include those in your total material costs. 
 

G. Add an additional percentage to allow for cost overruns, overtime pay 
and cost increases in supplies during the duration of your project. This 
can range from 10 to 30 percent, depending on the type of project and 
your industry. Longer, more involved projects have more potential for 
cost overruns. Some industries, such as construction, experience more 
variations in materials and/or labor costs. Cost-estimating software, 
industry trade groups and your own experience can guide you in 
determining what percentage you should add to your estimate. 
 

H. Establish a procedure to track project costs throughout the duration of 
the project. This might be in the form of regular reports from 
contractors, a spreadsheet onto which every cost is entered or another 
method. Tracking costs will help you make adjustments to refine your 
estimate as you go. You’ll spot cost overruns and be able to act to control 
them before they get out of control. 
 

I. What percentage of cost is project management? 
Based on the above estimates, the combined project management costs 
for all phases of a project total somewhere between 7–11 percent of the 
project's TIC. If project controls support is added, project management 
costs will be in the 9–15 percent range. The minimum cost of the Demo 
Project will be in the 9–15 percent range. 
 

J. KMWSH, who can help to make a business plan? 
A business plan consultant is a business and financial expert who can 
help guide you through the process of creating a business plan and do 
much of the labor involved in creating it.  www.kmwsh-global.com  
 
 
 

https://www.kmwsh-global.com/en/page/what-we-do/#knowledge-to-invest
http://www.kmwsh-global.com/
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11. KMWSH- one-stop source 
 
KMWSH Global, is the one-stop source, for MDs www.samaraee-
innovation.com  information, news, products, and services for technology 
transfer and intellectual property professionals and investors. 
 
The site is owned by KMWSH, publisher of Technology Transfer Tactics, the 
advisor offering unique, practical, advanced strategies, case studies, best 
practices, and expert guidance on a broad range of challenges and 
opportunities for technology transfer offices and professionals and Labs-
Industry Engagement Advisor, KMWSH focusing on all the critical challenges 
and opportunities that fall within the holistic approach to industry 
engagement. Click here to learn more. 
 
With KMWSH, you’ll have unlimited access to webinars, best practices, expert 
advice, metrics, benchmarks, data and tools, and archives from over a decade 
of strategy-filled articles and on-demand distance learning covering every key 
area of technology transfer. Click here for more information. 
 
KMWSH Global, has developed beyond the traditional boundaries of the 
intellectual property investments. The combined strength of our multi-cultural 
and multi-disciplinary team of professionals allows us to help our clients and 
business partners achieve their goals and aspirations by thinking out of the box 
to always come up with creative solutions in the wider context of investment 
and beyond. 
 
If you are today facing a pandemic, or disaster, or challenges that make your 
capabilities face unprecedented challenges, ask for our scientific and practical 
experience that will give you additional strength that enables you to overcome 
the challenges you face. 
 
If you want to buy technologies, products, or industries from the developed 
countries, and cannot be purchased because of their exaggeration in the 
price.... If you have the talent of innovation in your mind and you cannot prove 
it on paper and converted into a prototype or marketable product and you can 
finance, that. If you have a design for an incomplete invention of marketing 
requirements or for registration requirements you can fund it. If you are an 
investor who wants to finance intellectual property products to turn them into 
high cash flow projects, if you have the talent of innovation generally in your 
mind and you cannot harness them to design a specific product. 
 
 

http://www.samaraee-innovation.com/
http://www.samaraee-innovation.com/
https://www.kmwsh-global.com/en/ana_sayfa/
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We are able to provide services to achieve your goal, whether you are an 
individual or an institution, we will be able to work with you to achieve your 
goal, be it for the purpose of investment, scientific or humanitarian or other 
goals .... We can guide you to achieve your target with us in superiority way .... 
We can guide you to achieve your target with us as a superiority .... Discover 
with us your ability to excel. You can do everything you need in the world of 
innovation and intellectual property. 

 
 
 
 

 

12. International Technology Transfer 
 
At KMWSH, we solve problems for a safer world. Through our KMWSH funded 
R&D centers and public-private partnerships, we work across government to 
tackle challenges to the safety, stability, and well-being of nations. 
 
International technology transfer is a multilateral flow of information and 
technical knowledge. It integrates various scientific fields, institutions, and 
business entities. Knowledge thus obtained contributes to the creation of a 
certain, more or less advanced, technological base. 
 
In international business international technology transfer is an important 
part. It involves several modes. Product or process technologies can be 
transferred to a host country within a multinational company. Other modes 
include sale or licensing of technology. In these cases, a company other than 
the technology owner takes technology to a host country. International 
technology transfer involves many matters such as transfer mode, 
government trade policies, risk of losing technology and influence of industry 
associations. 
 
The most important legitimate channels for technology transfer are licensing, 
foreign direct investment, and joint ventures. Most technology transfer takes 
place in the form of licensing under specific terms and conditions agreed to by 
both suppliers- KMWSH and recipients. 
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At KMWSH, as exclusive representative of MD-CONSORTIUM, which can solve 
problems for a safer community. Through our R&D center and public-private 
partnerships, we work across government to tackle challenges to the safety, 
stability, and well-being of our communities.  
 
We are working to discover new possibilities, create unexpected opportunities, 
and lead by pioneering together to bring innovative ideas into existence. We 
are working with the industry and academia. We bring innovative ideas into 
existence in areas as varied as artificial intelligence, intuitive data science, 
quantum information science, health informatics, space security, policy and 
economic expertise, trustworthy autonomy, cyber threat sharing, and cyber 
resilience. We can understand the challenges, and freely apply learning and 
experience. We combine applied science and systems thinking with deep 
domain expertise and a broad knowledge base. We serve as a thought partner 
who helps bring innovative ideas into existence. 
 
We stand-in a values of knowledge sharing. Our inclusive and diverse 
workforce takes advantage of this collaborative environment to approach the 
toughest challenges with creativity and technical rigor. Equally important, we 
never stop evolving our capabilities and domain expertise. We use knowledge 
gained from our missions, public-private partnerships. 
 
Within the national Security engineering, we can limit the threat involves any 
action taken prior to a terrorist act, that serves to decrease the likelihood of an 
attack or to mitigate or eliminate the adverse effects of an attack on countries, 
on its population, and on its soldiers and property abroad. The best method of 
threat reduction would be to reduce and remove the incentives for terrorist 
acts. The Security engineering is a specialized field of engineering that focuses 
on the security aspects in the design of systems that need to be able to deal 
robustly with possible sources of disruption, ranging from natural disasters to 
malicious acts. Security engineering is about building systems to remain 
dependable in the face of malice, error, or mischance. 
 
At MD-consortium, we don't compete with industry. This lack of commercial 
conflicts of interest forms the basis for our objectivity. the governments can 
acquire sensitive and proprietary information from the government, industry, 
and other partners to develop their work. Organizations are willing and able to 
receiving data because they know we won't use it for a competitive advantage. 
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Equally important, we never stop evolving our capabilities and domain 
expertise. We use knowledge gained from our state-of-the-art laboratories, 
public-private partnerships, and independent research to scan the horizon 
constantly for looming challenges to nations safety and stability. By exploring 
new and emerging technologies, we discover the solutions that turn obstacles 
into opportunities for mission success. 
 
At KMWSH, we love innovation. It is inspiring and contributes to society’s well-
being. Moreover, innovation is crucial to your future success as an 
organization. Below, I will tell you why. … Real innovation is more than 
attending a congress or a roundtable. It is about embracing real change and 
new opportunities, because your future may depend on it. Below I will tell you 
why innovation is the lifeline of every modern firm. 
 
Most innovations usually take quite some time to develop and to lead to 
additional results. But… at the basis of bringing a steady flow of innovations. ... 
An innovative organization can make the difference between staying alive or 
going down on the very short term. In very recent times we have seen that truly 
innovative organizations are much more adaptive to unforeseen external 
circumstances. It’s the truly innovative and adaptive organization that have 
been able to adjust their way of working end sometimes even their business 
models to keep themselves alive in unprecedentedly challenging times. ... So, 
being a truly innovation organization pay off a lot sooner than you may think. 
 
As a not-for-profit organization, MD-consortium working across the state and 
local governments, as well as industry and academia. MD-consortium bring 
innovative ideas into existence in areas as varied as artificial intelligence, 
intuitive data science, quantum information science, health informatics, space 
security, policy and economic expertise, trustworthy autonomy, cyber threat 
sharing, and cyber resilience. 
 
Equally important, we never stop evolving our capabilities and domain 
expertise. We use knowledge gained from our state-of-the-art laboratories, 
public-private partnerships, and independent research to scan the horizon 
constantly for looming challenges to nations safety and stability. By exploring 
new and emerging technologies, we discover the solutions that turn obstacles 
into opportunities for mission success. 
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13. KMWSH Contact information 
 

 
 (Worldwide Main TTO Technology Transfer Office) 

 
KMWSH ENDÜSTRİYEL PROJE SANAYİ VE TİCARET LİMİTED ŞİRKETİ 

 
ADDRESS: MENA-HQ-OFFIC YENİGÜN MAH. 1047 SK. NO: 7 İÇ KAPI NO: 11 
MURATPAŞA/ ANTALYA/ TURKEY/ POST-CODE 07310 
 

• Phone & (Voice/Text message 7/24): +90 5070 800 865 
• TTO website:     www.kmwsh-global.com   
• TTO Email:           info@kmwsh-innovation.com   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.kmwsh-global.com/
mailto:info@kmwsh-innovation.com
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14. frequently-asked questions - FAQ 
 
 

a) How does water memory work? 

The idea of water memory is that when you dissolve a substance in water, it 
still has the memory of the substance, no matter how many times you dilute 
the water afterward. Water memory is a central theme in homeopathy. 
 

b) What kind of memory does water have? 

What is Water Memory? It is theorized that water has the ability to hold some 
sort of imprint or “memory” of substances that have been exposed or dissolved 
in it. Some researchers believe that this “memory” even holds true after high 
dilution even to the point of no molecule remains in the water itself.  
 

c) How long is water memory? 

The average length of water memory was approximately 5.6 months. Globally, 
water-memory effects could explain the geographical pattern and strength of 
memory effects, indicating that precipitation might be the dominant climatic 
factor determining memory effects because of its impact on water availability.  
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d) How do we know water has memory? 

The scientists believe that as water travels it picks up and stores information 
from all of the places that it has traveled through, which can thereby connect 
people to a lot of different places and sources of information when they drink 
this water, depending on the journey that it has been on. 
 

e) Who said water has memory? 

The idea of the memory of water arose in the laboratory of Jacques Benveniste 
in the late 1980s and 20 years later the debate is still ongoing even though an 
increasing number of scientists report they have confirmed the basic results. 
 

f) Can water feel emotions? 

Emoto's theories propose that water is able to respond to human emotion, 
thoughts, words and written messages. Emoto claims to capture water's 
expressions though photographs of highly magnified, newly formed ice 
crystals. The basic idea is that a test subject directs a certain emotion at a 
sample of water.  
 

g) Can thoughts change water? 

Masaru Emoto, conducted experiments on water molecules. These 
experiments showed human thoughts and intentions can physically alter the 
molecular structure of water. Specifically, the water crystals were altered 
simply through conscious intention. 
 

h) Does water have an emotional memory? 

Masaru Emoto's experiments suggest that water doesn't just have memory, 
but its structure could be affected by the emotions of people. According to 
Emoto, water molecules change their position when they interact with 
positive or negative emotions. 
 
 

i) Water Memory Video, scaintafic research   

Structured Water Erases Water's "Memory" and makes it healthy again 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVruXw_3x70
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a) How is Berg water made? 

Berg water comes from Icebergs, a unique source. Berg should not be confused 
with glacier water. The main difference is that glacier water is bottled after it 
melts to the pools at the base of the glacier, coming in contact with land. 
 
 

b) What is the healthiest water to drink in the world? 

Again, the healthiest water to drink is water that's free of pathogens and 
contaminants, yet rich in key minerals. But, if there was one water option to 
pick, it's likely going to be spring water or clean artesian water—water that still 
contains healthy mineral content and is free of pathogens.  
 
A STRUCTURED water is the natural state of water when it is deep in natural 
springs, trapped in icy mountains, and flows down a rocky mountain stream. 
Humans break down this natural STRUCTURED structure when we unnaturally 
trap water inside tanks and pipes. This causes hydrogen bonds to break, 
molecules to scatter, and we end up with unstructured tap water. 
 

c) What does structured water look like? 

Structured water, sometimes called magnetized or STRUCTURED water, refers 
to water with a structure that has supposedly been altered to form a 
STRUCTURED cluster. Proponents claim structured water shares similarities 
with water that hasn't been polluted or contaminated by human processes. 
 
 

d) What is structured water made of? 

Recent studies describe the formula of structure water as H3O2, and the 
formula of normal water as H2O which means that two molecules of hydrogen 
and one molecule of oxygen combine to make water. In the case of structured 
water, three hydrogen atoms combine with two molecules of oxygen to form 
structural water. 
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e) Benefits of structured water 

One of the main benefits of structured water is that the water molecules 
essentially "interlock" with each other and refuse to let contaminants, 
pollutants, and chemicals into their STRUCTURED structure. Just like diamond 
where the strongest structure can prevent mineral impurities, STRUCTURED 
water prevents impurities such as lime, sulfur, chlorine and other minerals. … 
The second major benefit is that STRUCTURED decimal water is proven to be 
better for your body. Research shows that the water that surrounds the cells 
and DNA in our bodies has a STRUCTURED structure. It is therefore not 
surprising that people report health improvements after consuming 
STRUCTURED water. These health benefits include improvements to: 
 
 

o energy 
o memory 
o Weight loss 
o asleep 
o immune system 
o Detoxification of the body 
o Digestive and bowel movements 
o skin complexion 
o Blood sugar 

 
 
 

f) Hex water tastes great 

Similar to a mountain spring. Ordinary water can be turned into structured 
water by drawing it in through a process called eddy. The idea behind 
structured water, swirling water charges it and allows it to retain energy. This 
energy recharges and hydrates the body more thoroughly than regular 
drinking water. 
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g) Structured Water, Formula 

Unstructured water has a chemical formula of H2O, which means that two 
hydrogen atoms combine with one oxygen atom to form a water molecule. 
Structured water, on the other hand, has a chemical formula of H3O2, which 
means that three hydrogen atoms combine with two oxygen atoms to create 
something chemically different from "normal" water. 
 
Structured Water, Formula: H302 is denser, heavier, more viscous and has 
higher levels of alkalinity Water molecules have a higher electric charge which 
is essential for proper cell functioning Water molecules are more easily 
absorbed into cells due to their shape? 
 
Unstructured water Formula: H2OH As a balanced pH 7 water molecules form 
irregular angles which makes absorption by cells more difficult, and the size of 
water molecules may not be as effective as absorption by cells and may cause 
dehydration. 
 
 

h) What is the structure of water in ice?  

The structure of liquid water (left) consists of molecules connected by short-
lived hydrogen bonds because water is a fluid. In ice (right), the hydrogen bonds 
become permanent, resulting in an interconnected Structured shaped 
framework of molecules. Ice is less dense than liquid water and so it floats. 
 

i) What Is Vortexing Water? 

One method to create structured water is through Vortexing. Learn more 
about Vortexing water and its benefits here. Structured water is where the 
water molecules form a STRUCTURED cluster sharing similarities with pure 
water uncontaminated by human processes. 
 

j) What Does It Mean to Vortex Water? 

In nature, a vortex is a way to accumulate and transfer energy. A vortex has 
the ability to restore natural energy patterns to something that has been 
disturbed. Vortices transfer the electromagnetic frequencies of water back to 
their original and structured state. When water flows through a vortex, there 
is an implosion that brings life back to the water. Vortexing water charges it, 
allowing it to hold vital energy. 
 
 
 
 

https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Introductory_Chemistry/Introductory_Chemistry_(CK-12)/15%3A_Water/15.02%3A_Structure_of_Ice
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k) What Makes Vortex Water Different? 

Because vortex water is essentially structured water, the chemical 
composition is different. Ordinary water has a chemical formula of H2O, while 
structured water has a chemical formula of H3O2. It is energetically charged 
and has properties of viscosity, alkalinity, and denseness. 
 
The energy contained in structured water recharges the body and is more 
easily absorbed by cells, leading to better hydration. Structured water helps 
the cells of the body recover quicker and boosts the energy by encouraging 
immune system functioning and longevity. 
 
Vortex water has been proven to eliminate and significantly reduce chlorine, 
bacteria, nitrates, and other forms of toxins from water, making it safer for us 
to drink and less harmful to the body. 
 
 

l) How a Water Vortex Works? 

A water vortex works by allowing the water to flow in a natural swirling 
motion. This aerates the water, which increases the transfer of gas between it 
and the atmospheric air, resulting in an infusion of oxygen, the release of 
volatile compounds, raised pH levels, and improved taste. Make your own 
structured water. 
 

• Structured Water Erases Water's "Memory" and makes it healthy again.   
… Mystery of Structured Water. 
 

• Natural Action Technologies Structured Water - How it works - short 
version.  

 
Functional STRUCTURED-Water is the best choice for quenching your thirst. 
May help you live longer, keeps skin, teeth, and eyes healthy, supports 
muscles, boosts immunity, strengthens bones, lowers risk of heart disease, 
type 2 diabetes, and some cancers, supports healthy pregnancies and 
breastfeeding, Helps the digestive system function. … The increasing health 
consciousness and rising awareness among individuals about the nutritional 
benefits of consuming functional water represent the major factors 
strengthening the market growth around the world.  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CzfDcQYEfi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVruXw_3x70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwohBmHEFt4
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The growing prevalence of gut-related disorders, such as gastroesophageal 
reflux disease (GERD), gastroenteritis, and ulcers, are also driving the market. 
Additionally, the increasing participation of individuals in recreational sports, 
fitness, and athletic activities is catalyzing the need for functional water. 
Moreover, there is an increase in the consumer awareness about the presence 
of synthetic additives and preservatives in traditional beverages, which is 
contributing to the market growth. 
 
 
 

15. Problems of non-structured water 
 
 

a) Water molecules, vortex water benefits 

In Nature, water is not static. The molecules are constantly in motion, creating 
many micro-currents and vortices. These currents interact to form the water’s 
structure, giving life to the surrounding organisms. When water moves in 
unnatural ways, it loses its natural state causing distorted molecular 
structure. 
 
Vortex water is the result of passing ordinary tap water through a special 
treatment process that restores its full structure and vitality. This makes it 
significantly better for your overall health and well-being. 
 

b) What Is the Issue with Regular Water? 

Before we elaborate more on vortex water, let’s discuss what makes our 
regular day-to-day water sources worth reconsidering.  
 
Before we get into the nitty-gritty of vortex water, let’s get into the reasons 
to reconsider your regular day-to-day water sources. 
 

c) Municipal water treatment 

Yet, this treatment leaves much to be desired as it neglects to consider the 
natural requirements of water. Traditional tap water treatment methods do 
not consider the unique needs and characteristics of water in its natural state. 
This lack of consideration can lead to loss of self-cleaning properties, 
decreased absorption by organisms, and bacteria growth. 
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d) Bottled Water 

While purchasing bottled water might seem like a more convenient solution, 
the same can’t be said for the impact it has on the environment and your 
wallet. What about the water quality of bottled water?  
 
There are various types of bottled water available for purchase on the market. 
Still, two of the most common types are purified water and spring water. 
 
 

e) Bottled water production 

Purified water is water that has gone through a process of purification to 
remove impurities and contaminants and is then tested to ensure that it meets 
the appropriate standards for consumption. Bottled spring water, on the other 
hand, is marketed as being sourced from natural springs. However, there is 
often no way to verify whether this claim is valid. Many companies use the 
label “spring water” to imply that their water is pure and natural when, in 
reality, it may have been treated with chemicals and other substances to 
eliminate impurities. Some companies may even go so far as to add minerals 
back into the water artificially to enhance their taste and nutritional value. 
 
Overall, it is essential to carefully consider the environmental and financial 
impact of purchasing bottled water. You can make more informed choices and 
ultimately make a more sustainable decision. 
 
 

f) Well Water 

Well water is a convenient source of water for many individuals and 
communities around the world. This is because well water is sourced from 
underground groundwater reserves, which are often abundant and can 
provide an endless water supply. However, despite its accessibility, there are 
several concerns that need to be addressed. 
 
One primary concern is the risk of contamination. Groundwater can become 
contaminated by a variety of pollutants, such as agricultural chemicals, 
industrial waste, and even septic systems. Additionally, it is not typically 
regulated by municipalities or other government agencies. This means there is 
no guarantee that the water is of a certain quality or meets certain safety 
standards. To gain a deeper understanding of the various types of water, 
including their origins and impacts on health, be sure to check out our in-depth 
analysis of different water types. 
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g) How Can Vortex Water Benefit You? 

We now know what vortex water is but how can it benefit you? All the unique 
and distinct properties of vortex water make it essential to our health and our 
environment. Here are some of the prominent benefits you’ll find after using 
vortex water.  
 

h) Increased Hydration 

The unique molecular structure of vortex water allows for faster and more 
efficient absorption by the body. When you drink a large amount of structured 
water, it gets instantly absorbed and does not leave you feeling heavy or 
bloated in the stomach. This makes drinking enough water daily for proper 
hydration much easier.  
 
Our body’s ability for quick absorption is crucial for maintaining optimal bodily 
functions. This is because when our cells have access to enough water, they 
are able to function at their highest potential. This is why vortex water, known 
for its rapid absorption properties, benefits the entire body. 
 

i) vortex water  

Elimination of Bacteria 
In its natural state, water possesses self-cleaning properties that are inherent 
to its nature. This ability is maintained and enhanced by the vortex flow of 
water. 
 
However, when water is subjected to unnatural means of treatment, such as 
chemical treatments or filtration systems. Due to these self-cleaning and 
antibacterial properties can be compromised.  
 
This is where vortex treatment comes in. By replicating the natural flow 
patterns of water, vortex treatment helps to enhance water’s innate abilities 
to fight off bacteria and viruses, making it a safer and healthier option for 
consumption. 
 
Adopting the use of structured water can also greatly contribute to a healthier 
and safer environment in your home. For example, using vortex water can 
prevent bacterial growth, which causes bad odors in rugs and washcloths, a 
common problem when using traditional water sources. 
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j) How Long Does Structured Water Stay Structured? 

 
A question many people ask when they begin drinking structured water is: how 
long does structured water stay structured? Here, we break down this 
question by exploring the many different environments water can be exposed 
to that affect the molecular structure of it. 
 
Structured Water Stays Structured Until Something Messes It Up 
 
“Structured water stays structured until something destructors it. It is stable 
until it touches more pollutants or chemicals that are strong enough to 
disorganize the molecules. The molecules in the water were disorganized from 
the way they were in nature because of all the things we do to it.” 
 
Sunlight, rain, tumbling streams, or exposure to balanced minerals are all-
natural energy phenomenon’s that influence the energy in water and create 
the STRUCTURED structure that living cells need to be hydrated. When water 
is exposed to unnatural energies, chemicals, or toxins in its environment, it 
loses its organized, STRUCTURED state and loses the energized bonds that 
were created when it formed H3O2. You could think of this as processed water, 
just like processed foods, it doesn’t have the mineral, oxygen, or energy 
content that plants and animals need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://thewellnessenterprise.com/how-long-does-structured-water-stay-structured/
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16. GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS  
 

COMMERCIALIZE AN INVENTION, KMWSH TT OFFICE - TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFER PROCESS 

 
a) What is technology transfer? 

Research transforms money into knowledge … Technology transfer 
transforms knowledge into money.” 
 
 

b) What is technology transfer processes? 

Technology transfer (TT) refers to the process of conveying results stemming 
from scientific and technological research to the market place and to wider 
society, along with associated skills and procedures, and is as such an intrinsic 
part of the technological innovation process. 
 
Technology transfer is a complex process that involves many non-scientific 
and non-technological factors, and many different stakeholders. Good or 
high-quality research results are not enough for successful technology 
transfer; general awareness and willingness both at the level of organizations 
and individuals, as well as skills and capacity related to specific aspects, such 
as access to risk finance and intellectual property (IP) management, are also 
necessary components. 
 
Technology transfer (TT) refers to the process of conveying results stemming 
from scientific and technological research to the market place and to wider 
society, along with associated skills and procedures, and is as such an intrinsic 
part of the technological innovation process. ... Technology transfer is the 
movement of data, designs, inventions, materials, software, technical 
knowledge or trade secrets from one organization to another or from one 
purpose to another. The technology transfer process is guided by the policies, 
procedures and values of each organization involved in the process. 
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c) STEP 1: INVENTION DISCLOSURE 

The innovator(s) submits a Disclosure, or Form describing the invention, 
detailing, funding, the name of the innovator, any public disclosures or 
publications, and other information. The disclosure will then be reviewed and 
a meeting will be set up with the innovator to discuss the invention. 
 
Invention disclosures are the beginning of the patenting process. At its core, 
an invention disclosure is the first notification that an invention has been 
created, and establishes the description and chronology of an invention. 
 
Invention disclosures include a detailed description of a novel invention that 
explains how it is created and reproduced. This explains the importance of the 
invention, why it improves on current designs, and what differentiates and 
distinguishes the invention from other prior art. This is important, as it allows 
IP teams to understand whether there is any monetary value in the invention 
and what potential paths towards IP protections and commercialization can 
occur. 
 
 

d) STEP 2: EVALUATES THE INVENTION 

The TT Office of KMWSH evaluates the invention disclosure for its 
patentability, potential commercial value and for the best modes of 
intellectual property protection and commercialization. If the invention is 
useful, novel, and non-obvious to those skilled in the field, then a decision 
would be made on whether or not to file a patent application. 
 
To describe an invention? An invention is a unique or novel device, method, 
composition or process. The invention process is a process within an overall 
engineering and product development process. It may be an improvement 
upon a machine or product or a new process for creating an object or a result. 
 
 

e) NEW PRODUCT IDEAS EVALUATION METHODS AND TECHNIQUES: 

For beginning a startup business, the selection of new product to be 
introduced is very important. And after deciding a product which is to be 
launched, a businessman need to evaluate that particular new product ideas 
so that it turns profitable for the business. There are some of the guidance 
stated below to follow and they are 
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f) Potential market size: 

Whenever a businessman starts his/her business, the first and foremost 
decision to be taken is that choosing a suitable product idea to be launched. 
And to execute that decision, a businessman need to collect all the information 
about the potential market size. 
 
By understanding potential market size, a person can understand the exact 
need of that product which is supposed to be launched by their company. 
 

g) Potential demand: 

Whether it is a startup business or existing business, before deciding unique 
product ideas for the business it is necessary to understand the potential 
demand for that particular product. 
 
Understanding the potential demand for that particular product idea which 
needed to be launched by that company makes the profit making easy. 
Therefore, it is important to understand the potential demand for the new 
product ideas so that there won’t be any kind of loss or risk of failure of that 
product idea. 
 

h) Keep track of competitors: 

By keeping a track of potential competitors, a businessman can start 
eliminating the factors which can be a potential risk for the company. Starting 
a new business or starting a chain new product idea can be considered as a risk 
factor because of existing competition for the business. 
 
There may be possibilities that these competitors can be a big threat to the 
new business idea in the business market. Therefore, by holding all the details 
about an existing competition in the business market makes a smooth flow of 
launching of the new product. 
 

i) Understanding growing market: 

Launching a new product idea is not as easy, it seems, before launching such 
product idea. It is necessary to understand the ground work. The most 
important groundwork for the selection of the proper product idea would be 
made by the growing market line. 
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By understanding growing market, a business will get an idea of the product 
which can satisfy the needs and wants of the customers. And end up gaining a 
profitable deal for the new product ideas which needs to be launched. 
 
 

j) A product which is not available locally: 

While choosing a product a businessman needs to search the business market, 
whether the product which you are selecting should not be easily available in 
the local market. If the product is available in local market, then it can be 
considered as a potential threat to the business. 
 
Therefore, it is better to choose ideas for new product which is not available in 
the local market and ultimately all the potential buyers will be interested to 
buy that product. 
 

k) Target buyers or potential buyers: 

A launching of a new product idea requires a lot of market research, such as 
understanding the product and targeting the buyers who will be considered as 
potential customers for the business. 
 
Target marketing is a familiar element in the business market, it defines that 
choosing a group of customers or target who can really be profitable while 
selling that particular product or services. 
 

l) Deciding a selling price: 

Once the process of selecting a suitable product for the business is decided 
then the second thing is to decide about the selling price of the product. A 
selling price of the product is an amount which is a marginal profit ratio of the 
actual selling price. 
 
Profit is calculated from the amount which has been deduced the selling price 
from the actual product price. And ultimately it comes to the profit which is the 
main motive of any business. 
 

m) Potential profit ratio: 

A businessman should be able to handle all the financial details of the company 
which is required to be successful in business market. And a potential profit 
ratio is a marginal profit ratio, which a company needs to earn by selling their 
product to their potential buyers. 
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And at the end, these profits should meet the marginal ratio of investment so 
that there should be considerable profit from the business. Therefore, the 
potential profit ratio keeps all the selling in the track of the profit earning 
process. 
 
 

n) Varieties of product designs: 

A customer needs to believe that the product which has been offered to him / 
he, as we all know that the customer is the main boss therefore, it is important 
to provide satisfaction to them by offering different varieties of product to 
keep them intact with that particular product and product lines. 
 

o) Offering a suitable discount or sale: 

A business can only survive by their returning customers and this can happen 
by offering them some kind of discounts in the product or product line with 
marginal profit. 
By offering some kind of discounted product, a businessman will be successful 
in holding their existing customer without any loss or damage and it will also 
attract new customers to the business. Timely update of product range and 
price will make things easier for the business. 
 

p) Product size and weight: 

A product which needed to be offered to their potential buyers should keep in 
mind that the offering product should maintain certain kinds of size and 
weight. 
 
Every product varies in their size and weight as they vary as per their designs, 
but a manufacturer needs to understand one thing that he/she should offer a 
product which should be reasonable with its quality and quantity. Any kind of 
difference in their product line can expose their business very badly. 
 

q) Durability of the product: 

While manufacturing a product, a manufacture needs to keep in mind that they 
should satisfy the needs and wants of the customers. As the common thinking 
goes a buyer likes to buy such product which relates his price range. 
 
For example, a buyer buys a product of a value and all of the sudden the 
product bought didn’t delivered itself as it was promised, and at that time the 
question comes that the product is having a very poor durability. 
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To avoid such things, it is necessary to keep in mind that quality, quantity and 
durability with reasonable price are the most common ss of umbrellas, then it 
is a right time for his / her business. It is very necessary to understand the right 
time for the launch of products. 
 
Therefore, if a businessman fails to judge that accurate time of launch, then 
the business may face serious loss. To avoid such stupidity a launch of a 
product should be accurate as per the needs of the customers. 
 

r) Deciding a product type: 

A product type is a variety of product which needs to be clear with their nature 
of availability. The nature of the product in the sense that whether the idea of 
the product manufacturing is a disposable or a consumable. 
 
By differentiating disposable and consumable product range, a business can 
also differentiate its potential buyers because there are customers who 
believes in buying disposable goods and in other side there are customers who 
only buys consumable goods. Therefore, product type should be specified so 
that there will common product difference. 
 

s) Specification of the product: 

While choosing a product specification, a businessman should keep himself / 
herself in the place of customers. If a businessman could understand the point 
of view of potential buyers, then a product specification goes smooth as 
planned. 
 
It is necessary to understand all the main elements of the product. These 
product specifications help a potential buyer to decide the type of product 
which he / she lies to buy and it makes a clear division of its validity. 
 

t) Terms and conditions: 

While launching a product line, the launching company need to be clear with its 
terms and conditions. These terms and conditions help a customer to make his 
/ her final decision to purchase with the trust that the product which a 
customer is buying will deliver all the elements of which it was promised by the 
company. 
 
And still if there are any confusions, then a customer can feel free to contact 
the company with their valuable complaints. 
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u) Safety and security: 

For example, when a company decides to launch a range of beauty or 
supplements products then it is the responsibility of the company to deliver 
the product which is safe and secured of customers’ usage. 
 
A beauty or supplements product is a range of product which consists of all the 
ingredients which can affect customer skill externally. As it is a product of 
external or internal usage, a manufacturer needs to keep all the safety matters 
of that product. 
 

v) Maintaining a startup trend: 

A businessman after deciding all the elements of the product and the market 
should start focusing on the fact of marketing the product. Recently there is a 
trend kind of marketing, which has been introduced. The up trends, a company 
can be successful in attracting a range of customers other than potential 
buyers. Therefore, it should be clear that every business holds on the ground 
of marketing of the product. 
 

w) Promotions of product: 

As mentioned earlier, startup trends require promotional activities. These 
promotional activities help that particular company to launch their product in 
a very grand manner to reach most of the customers. Therefore, a business can 
start establishing some promotional activities or sample products which gives 
an idea about the new product. 
 
By these activities the customers will decide to buy such new product after 
using such sample products. And these kinds of promotional activities can 
build brand loyalty among other customers. 
 

x) Conclusion: 

To end this discussion, we would suggest all the existing and startup 
businessman to consider all the above-mentioned elements before starting or 
evaluating any new product ideas. These product ideas require patience and 
perfection to reach its ultimate goal. 
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Every single business has their own objectives and objectives specifies the 
main motive of their company. These motives help to start a honest and safe 
product range which can satisfy the needs and wants of the customers. 
Therefore, when a business starts thinking about launching a new product 
idea, he / she should consider all the above-mentioned factors, before starting 
any business or company. All the above-mentioned elements can guide a 
businessman thing which can favor his / her new product ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 

17. Innovation Source Overview 
 

MD-NSSEC MAKE A BETTER WORLD. SAFER. MORE POWERFUL – 
MDs, FOUNDED BY MUAYAD S. DAWOOD, FAMILY 

 
MD-NSSEC (National Security Science, & Engineering, Consortium) as a trusted 
partner with governmental and semi-governmental organizations. We help 
them make wise investments in systems that work together, connect the 
innovation community to mission needs, and enable technology deployment 
to take service and civilian personnel out of harm’s way all while keeping an 
eye on the horizon for the next global threat.  
 
MD-NSSEC delivers forward-looking strategies and capabilities to help shape 
thought, dialogue, and action as the governmental and private organizations 
craft plans, policies, and programs to protect the communities.  
 
MD-NSSEC as a bridge of science with specific mission needs. We are pioneers 
in serve as the institutional memory for longstanding programs, ensuring that 
lessons learned are never lost as they move from basic requirements to fielded 
technology. 
 
MD-NSSEC of Muayad Alsamaraee Family, is proud of its more than 110-year 
Experience in Naval, Aerospace, Defense, and Security Innovations and 
Industries. Since 1911, As a Consortium specialist in innovation, it has worked 
since 1917 to provide excellent innovators and inventions that support a great 
mission in addition to serving as a strong community partner in Iraq, Jordan, 
Turkey, Indonesia and Canada, USA, and several countries. 
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MD-NSSEC believe in building sustainable conditions that make the world a 
safer place. Our service members live this by voluntarily putting themselves in 
challenges way. Serving them is at the heart of communities’ common security 
and we need partnership chances from all countries.  
 
MD-NSSEC mission is to build networks of innovators, innovation products, 
innovation strategic projects, who generate new solutions to national security 
problems worldwide. 
 
While much has changed around the world over decades, our mission to ensure 
safe and reliable communities remains the same. … MD-NSSEC make changes 
encourages innovation, develops skills, develops staff and leads to better 
business opportunities, and improves communities’ morale spirit.  
 
 
 

 What is the knowledge of MDs on Vortexes and Earth magnetic fields 

 Muayad Al-Samaraee science experience, related to the magnetic fields of the 
earth 
 

 INNOVATOR CONTACT INFORMATION:  

 
ADDRESS: MENA-HQ-OFFIC YENİGÜN MAH. 1047 SK. NO: 7 İÇ KAPI NO: 11 
MURATPAŞA/ ANTALYA/ TURKEY/ POST-CODE 07310 
 

• Innovator website: www.samaraee-innovations.com  
• Innovator Email: muayad@samaraee-innovation.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.tsama-aircraft.com/en/subpage/positioning-by-earth/
https://www.tsama-aircraft.com/en/subpage/positioning-by-earth/
http://www.samaraee-innovations.com/
mailto:muayad@samaraee-innovation.com
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18. Start a Bottled Water Production 
 
How to start a bottled water company in 2023? The answer for you 
 
CONTENTS 

• Research bottled water market in 2023 
• Research how a bottled water company works  
• Learn about the required legal documents 
• Develop a specific business plan 
• Register business license 
• Develop a product promotion plan 

 
How to start a bottled water company in 2023 is quite a difficult question for 
those who are just starting out at this time. However, every question, no 
matter how difficult, has an answer. The following article will show you the 
exact formula to start the most successful bottled water company. 
 
 

a) Research bottled water market in 2023 

The first step in learning how to start a bottled water company is market 
research. In particular, in 2021, the global economy in general has suffered 
extremely strong impacts due to the Covid epidemic.  
 
Therefore, if you want to start a successful business at the present time, you 
must not skip the market research step. Market analysis not only helps you 
understand the growth potential of this industry, but it also helps you 
understand your competitors and customers. 
 
According to Researchers, the global bottled water market size reaches 
$217.66 billion in 2020 and is expected to expand at a compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) of 11.1% from 2021 to 2028. Convenience, ease of use, 
installation and maintenance will be the strength to help promote the bottled 
water industry to develop evenly in the future. 
 
Not only that, customers’ demand for bottled water for purposes such as 
health promotion, energy maintenance, refreshments, etc. is always 
increasing. Young people today are very interested in the dynamism and 
portability of bottled water, so this is also a sign that this industry will grow 
significantly in the coming years. 
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b) Research how a bottled water company works 

The second most important part of starting a bottled water company is 
understanding how it works. The way the company operates here is not simply 
manufacturing, packaging products or shipping goods. The most important 
thing is how to have a safe and healthy bottled drink.  
 
To make it easier to understand, it means that you need to ensure that your 
water purification, bottle sterilization and product packaging equipment is 
100% efficient. 
 
Only 2% of tap water is safe for consumption. If you don’t have the capital to 
secure an FDA-approved water purification technology, think about 
partnering with private label bottled water suppliers. This will help you reduce 
costs while ensuring product quality and safety standards. 
 
For those who have limited capital, need a lot of safety in their investment at 
the beginning, it is absolutely a smart choice. In addition to not having to worry 
about the quality and safety of the product. You also cut a large amount of 
money to pay for labor, and install production lines… Instead, you have more 
capital to invest in product quality, promotional campaigns and distribute 
goods to major partners. 
 
 

c) Learn about the required legal documents 

Knowledge and understanding of the law are extremely important for anyone 
who wants to do business. When you know the law, your company can grow 
and do business legally, as well as being partially guaranteed if there is a risk 
of trademark disputes or other legal regimes. 
 
Not only that, you also have to understand what the FDA (Food and Drug 
Administration) regulations on bottled water are? Although when it comes to 
bottled water, most of us assume that any beverage produced in a glass bottle, 
tin can or paper box will collectively be referred to as bottled water. This is 
completely against the norm. 
 
According to FDA regulations, bottled water can only be one of the following: 
 

• Mineral water 
• Water wells 
• Clean water 
• Artesian well water 
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These waters all have one thing in common: they don’t contain anything other 
than anti-bacterial agents and fluoride. All standard water needs to be treated 
through distillation, reverse osmosis, ozonation and other filtration methods 
to produce pure water before being bottled. 
 
All bottled water products must be tested and certified by the FDA before 
being released into the market. This is to ensure all your products are safe for 
health, and don’t exceed the maximum limits of physical, microbial and 
chemical contaminants. 
 
Even if you choose to partner with a private label bottled water company, you 
need to ensure that the company is FDA-approved to meet health and safety 
criteria within a short period of time at least 1 year ago. 
 
Make sure your product meets FDA standards before being put on the market 
 
It’s best to partner with a company that supplies bottled water with BPA-free 
products. Bisphenol A or BPA are substances commonly used in the 
manufacture of plastic containers. They can leak into foods and beverages 
during use. These substances adversely affect blood pressure, endocrine 
function, fetal development and more. 
 
What is BPA, and what are the concerns about BPA? 
 
BPA stands for bisphenol A, an industrial chemical that has been used to make 
certain plastics and resins since the 1950s. 
 
BPA is found in polycarbonate plastics and epoxy resins. Polycarbonate 
plastics are often used in containers that store food and beverages, such as 
water bottles. They may also be used in other consumer goods. 
 
Epoxy resins are used to coat the inside of metal products, such as food cans, 
bottle tops and water supply lines. Some dental sealants and composites also 
may contain BPA. 
 
Some research has shown that BPA can seep into food or beverages from 
containers that are made with BPA. Exposure to BPA is a concern because of 
the possible health effects on the brain and prostate gland of fetuses, infants 
and children. It can also affect children's behavior. Additional research 
suggests a possible link between BPA and increased blood pressure, type 2 
diabetes and cardiovascular disease. 
 

https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/nutrition-and-healthy-eating/expert-answers/bpa/faq-20058331
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However, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has said that BPA is safe 
at the very low levels that occur in some foods. This assessment is based on 
the review of hundreds of studies. The FDA continues to monitor the research. 
 
If you're concerned about BPA, you can take steps to reduce your exposure: 
 
Use BPA-free products. Manufacturers are creating more and more BPA-free 
products. Look for products labeled as BPA-free. If a product isn't labeled, keep 
in mind that some, but not all, plastics marked with recycle code 3 or 7 may 
contain BPA. 
Avoid heat. Don't put plastic containers in the microwave or dishwasher, 
because the heat may break them down over time and allow BPA to leach into 
foods. 
 
 

d) Develop a specific business plan 

Once you have a clear understanding of how a bottled water company works, 
you will need to create a specific business plan in the next step. This is the 2nd 
most important stage of how to start a bottled water company. This business 
plan will need the most detailed, clear and specific information on factors such 
as: 
 

• Development Goals 
• Oriented development 
• Detailed description of the current bottled water market situation 
• Product portfolio 
• Ideal customer 
• Competitors 
• Product promotion plan for each stage 

 
If your budget is at $200,000 or more, you can be confident about starting your 
own bottled water company. 
 
Whether the company develops smoothly or not depends on the effectiveness 
of the business plan 
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Overall, learn how to budget for everything from production, packaging, and 
marketing to distribution and shipping. Only when you have established a 
specific budget for each item can the business start. It is best to plan daily, 
weekly, monthly and yearly expenditure and income reports. Only then will 
you know whether the company’s growth is at a safe level or not to make 
timely changes. 
 
 

e) Register business license 

When you’re ready to start a company, complete the business license 
registration process right away. This is to legitimize your company in the 
market, from your brand name, company business structure, tax identification 
number to your corporate bank account. Only with a business license can you 
get full support from various types of business insurance, or apply for financial 
loans (if needed). 
 
The relevant documents required will depend on the type of business you are 
registering. However, the general registration form still needs the following 
information: 
 

• Business name, address, type of ownership and other relevant information 
• List of bottled water products to be produced 
• Average weekly gallons 
• Brand name of product bottled at your facility 
• Water source 
• Name and address of source or water district 

 
The licensing fee will depend on the regulations in the country in which you 
apply for the business license. 
 
Only with a business license will your company be protected by law - How to 
start a bottled water company 
 
Only with a business license will your company be protected by law 
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f) Develop a product promotion plan 

The last part of how to start your own bottled water company is to have a 
phased promotion plan. Every stage of company development, or every major 
event requires the most detailed marketing plans. 
 
A product promotion plan will help you effectively position your brand in the 
market. First, it is essential to promote the brand when launching into the 
market. This will be the lever for the development of the company. Make sure 
that the products launched for the first time are the best in terms of quality, 
taste and trendy packaging design. 
 
A product with eye-catching, unique packaging and highlighting the brand’s 
own features will help attract the attention of customers, make multimedia 
communication easier than products with packaging design not too 
prominent. Besides, a short slogan with a strong initial impression will increase 
attention and search more than safe and general slogans. 
 
Currently, a product with environmentally friendly packaging or a company 
with “green” campaigns, helping to protect the environment will always be 
preferred over a company that ignores this factor. 
 
 
A smart product promotion plan will bring good revenue for the company 
 
Marketing methods that are too offensive, ridiculous, controversial, and 
negative are also not recommended in any situation or stage of company 
development. That could make you bankrupt in the blink of an eye because of 
your customers’ hate for your brand. 
 
Be friendly and listen to customer feedback and contributions. At the same 
time, please deal with complaints in the most satisfactory way. The trust and 
sympathy of customers is always decisive factor in the revenue and survival of 
your company. 
 
The above are helpful tips for anyone wondering about how to start a bottled 
water company. If you want to learn more about the bottled water industry in 
particular, and the beverage industry in general, follow our BLOG for more 
useful knowledge. 
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Leveraging state-of-the-art technology, we have crafted thousands of 
products that align with ISO, HACCP, HALAL, FDA, and many other standards. 
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19.  Demo Project pricing 
 
 

 A B 
Capacity 3000bph 6000bph 

Occupy Area 200m² 400m² 
Power Consumption 100KW 200KW 
Number of Labors 7 7 
Roughly Budget $200.000 $400.000 

 
 
 
 

• Prices range from two hundred thousand US dollars, up to four 
hundred thousand US dollars 

 
 
 
 
 

20. Mass Production Project pricing 
 
 

 
 C D 

Capacity 12000bph 90000bph 
Occupy Area 800m² 6000m² 

Power Consumption 400KW 3000KW 
Number of Labors 14 21 
Roughly Budget $800.000 $5.000.000 

 
• Prices range from eight hundred thousand US dollars, up to five 

million US dollars. 
 
 
Note: The information, prices, and instructions in this document is subject to 
change without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by MD 
Consortium, and / or Muayad Al Samaraee  
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Note: The information in this document is subject to change without notice 
and should not be construed as a commitment by MD Consortium, and / or 
Muayad Al Samaraee. 
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